Connecting a Datashow to a PC, IBM Thinkpad Laptop and ACER TravelMate

Connecting to the Laptop

1) Connect one end of the computer cable, from the datashow bag, to the 15pin serial port on the laptop and the other end to Computer 1 on the datashow.

2) Turn the datashow on then turn the laptop on. If you are not logging onto the network enter the Username – StaffUser, tick the Workstation only box, no password is required and click on OK.
3) You should now have the desktop displayed on the laptop screen. To see the desktop on both the laptop and through the datashow to a larger screen hold the Fn button down and press F7 (IBM) or F5 (ACER) three times.

Connecting to a PC

1) Remove the end of the screen cable from the back of the PCs hard drive and plug one end of the computer cable, from the datashow bag, into this serial port.
2) Plug the other end of the cable into Computer 1 on the datashow.

You will now have your desktop displayed through the datashow to a larger screen but not on the PC.

3) To display the desktop on both the PC screen and the larger screen plug the PC screen cable that you removed in No.1 into monitor out (comp 1) on the datashow.

If the picture on display is not in line or section missing, you can adjust it simply by pressing the Computer 1 button on the projector.